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ciammcd with examples, caveats, and dehortations of the usual
edifying stamp. Painter and other collectors were satisfied with
choosing a few stories from the Decameron. Greene, who borrowed
unscrupulously everywhere, took motives, incidents, and even whole
stoi ies from it without the slightest acknowledgment. But it was
not through the novelists but through the playwrights, ransacking
the collections of translated stories for plots, that Boccaccio made
his chief contribution to English literature—at least, for the time
being.
One explanation of this apparent neglect of him by the translators
is that educated people read Boccaccio in the original, as of course
they did many of the later novellieri who were Englished for the
benefit of the less learned. A classic of old standing never makes
the same appeal to the latter as does the current fiction of the day.
Bandello, Straparola and Cmthio were famous contemporaries;
Sacchetti, Giovannr rxorentino and Massuccio were not much
older. They depicted an existing Italy and Italian society as luckier
and more adventurous Englishmen had actually seen it. Exciting
reports of that fascinating land were in everyone's ears—none the
less exciting or alluring because the strait-laced denounced it as
a hell of iniquity. The strait-laced may, indeed, have been a
potent reason for the lack of an English presentation of Boccaccio's
masterpiece, which never affected the solemn tone of explicit
edification, for even a licence to John Wolfe (1587) for an edition
of the Decameron in the original language seems not to have been
acted upon, and that to Jaggard (1620) was i evoked by Whitgift,
Archbishop of Canterbury,1 although a few copies are known.
The same considerations probably explain why there were not Limited
a great many more translations from the novellieri than actually influence
appeared. They were read with avidity. Their influence was wide- °fthe
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spread and lasting. They set a fashion that took long to die. Italian- on mr
ate names were long the mode in fiction as in drama, on which fas
novella left an indelible mark. Italy was far more often the scene
of a story than France or Germany, and, at certain dates, even than
England. Greene, Lodge, and othermakers of idyllic pastorals were
deeply addicted to the Italianate tradition, and what they learned
1 See Esdaile, pretace, xvi. , and M. A. Scott    Elizabethan Translations from
the Italian, 91-91.    Jaggard printed a number of prohibited Italian books.

